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Adapted from UNICEF Assistive Technologies Survey Results Jan 2017. https://www.unicef.org/supply/files/Assistive_Technologies_Survey_Results_web.pdf

What are the MOST COMMON & IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGIES in Language Education?

 Well formatted books with appropriate font sizes and space for students to write.

 Well selected imagery -both moving and still-

 Good Audio (Assistive Listening systems / voice amplification / visual alerts /Hearing Aids )

 Well chosen software and hardware that is user-friendly.

 Well planned use of classroom equipment whiteboards / projectors / etc.

 and ………



Questions to be asked of your institution. Planning, procurement, protection, etc.

Which tools do we think will be manageable?

Which specific needs can we support?

What training do the students need to help them use this tool?

Do we see a need for tools to be used in our specific context? 

(classroom, library, on & off campus, social settings, etc.)

How easy is this tool to learn and to implement?

How reliable is it?

What kind of technical support or replacement policy can our institution or the 

manufacturers provide?



EIGHT Pedagogical FUNDAMENTALS to consider

1. Implementation will address a specific issue in carrying out the teaching.

2. The technology will speed the process of understanding

3. The technology will facilitate the understanding

4. Students will learn ICT skills during the process

5. Skills necessary will be transferable skills

6. The technology will generate multiple opportunities in the future

7. Level of Teacher preparedness and student support.

8. Rollout and coverage
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technology

The next 
new thing

The result will differ but the decision matrix holds true 
because the process remains reliable
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